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Source: Aberdeen Group
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of invoices 
still arrive on paper.

  Source: The Accounts Payable Network
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The average cost of

 processing invoices with low 

automation can be as much 

as 20 times greater than 

with high automation

Source: Institute of Finance & Management
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AP automation can save 
as much as $16 per invoice 
or more, depending on the 

size of your 
company.

   Source: Aberdeen Group
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The industries with the 
HIGHEST COSTS for 

processing invoices are 
non‐profit  education ($16.78) 

and government  ($15.86)
I

Source: Institute of Finance & Management
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The Institute of 

Financial Operations found that 

over 42% of respondents 

captured less than 10% of 

early payment discounts.

Source: APP2P Network
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Only 14% 
of paper invoices are input into 

the AP system on the same 

day as their arrival

Source: The Accounts Payable Network
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In a low automation

environment, it can take 

more than �ve days

from the date of receipt 

for the invoice to reach AP.

Source: 2015 AP Benchmarks Research Report
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Ine�cient paper‐based 

processes plague AP operations, 

making it one of the scariest

processes in the office. POs and 

invoices go in, sometimes never 

to be seen again.                      
Source: Vanguard Systems
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Invoice  and 
AP automation

 pays for itself within

6‐18 months on average.
Source: APP2P Network
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Organizations using 

AP automation can process over

4 times as many invoices

as those without automation.

Soure: Aberdeen Group
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Automation can
reduce invoice processing time

from 20 days
down to 3.

Soure: Aberdeen Group



Paper‐based processes 

allow for “misplaced”
invoices. This problem vanishes

with AP automation.
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Source: Beanworks 
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Organizations that use

AP Automation have a 63%

greater chance to have 

invoices exhibit straight

through processing.

Source: Aberdeen Group
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Vendor invoice ERROR RATE decreased from 4.0 % to 3.1 % while vendor checks reissued decreased from 1.9 % to 1.8 % as the level of automation increased.
Source: Aberdeen Group
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Organizations using 

AP automation 

Save 19%

on invoice processing.

 

Source: Aberdeen Group
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Most corporate fraud can be found in accounts payable. 

A 2013 survey found that 61% of organizations 

   Suffered Attempted or
   Actual Payment Fraud.

Only 14% 
of paper invoices are input into 

the AP system on the same 

day as their arrival

 Source: APP2P Network
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Organizations lose an

Estimated  5% 
 of annual revenues

to fraud alone.

Source: Association of Certified Fraud Examiners



Source: MyCustomer
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An Automated System can

alert you to SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY,

reducing the risk of

fraud and other losses.
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Over Half of AP departments 

say their TOP PRIORITY 

is moving away from 

Paper‐Based  Processes.

Source: Ardent Partners
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Accounts Payable Approval Workflow 
Your invoices are now ready for GL coding 

and approvals. Vanguard’s powerful workflow 

engine, specifically designed to thrive in high-

performance environments route vouchers 

based strictly on your business rules. KPI data 

point rules can be set to ensure vouchers are 

approved in timely fashion. Our AP dashboard 

allows process managers to identify bottleneck and 

optimize the AP approval process Vouchers that 

have met all required approvals are loaded to your 

ERP / Legacy Application database and flagged as 

ready for payment. The process is complete!

V

Can you quantify how much time your AP Clerks 

spend manually organizing incoming invoices, 

entering data and routing invoices to collect 

approvals? Vanguard’s AP Automation solutions 

eliminates these tedious tasks, freeing your 

knowledge worker to focus on core initiatives, 

or affording resource reallocation. Additionally, 

removing paper from the vouchering process, 

digitizing approvals and coding are the greatest 

benefits of AP Automation. These steps remove 

bottlenecks, reduce costs, and optimize depart-

mental efficiency. 

Your company’s Accounts Payable department 

serves a critical role in ensuring your liabilities are 

paid accurately and timely. The optimal solution 

to reduce costs and integrate efficiencies is the 

implementation of a complete Accounts Payable 

Automation Solution. Eliminate paper, streamline 

your process, leverage visibility and eliminate 

data entry from the Accounts Payable process 

with Vanguard’s Enterprise Content Manage-

ment System.

In-House Scanning  
Vanguard’s intelligent OCR data extraction 

solution affords a systematic alternative to data 

entry, transforming static documents into usable 

information assets. Extracted data and invoice 

images are simultaneously transferred to the 

AP approval workflow, strictly following your 

business rules.

Outsourced Scanning  
Utilize our lockbox and outsourced data entry 

services to capture invoices and extract data 

values key to the AP process. Vanguard ensures 

97% accuracy and one business day turn around. 

Data and invoices are sent via FTP nightly back 

to your servers. Best of all, no capital expendi-

ture is required as this service becomes a pure 

expense item. 

  Eliminate manual data entry 

  Reduce processing costs 

  Eliminate paper from  
the process  

  Capture early-pay discounts 

  Eliminate duplicate invoices 

  Compliant, secure audit trails 

  Fewer vendor inquires  
Improved accuracy 

  Reduce late payment penalties  

  Eliminate process bottlenecks 

  Enhanced process visibility 

 Faster approval cycles  

  Accelerate payments

  Optimize cash management 

  Redirected focus to  
core initiatives

Accounts  
Payable Automation
Benefits of AP Automation 

Accounts Payable Automation  

Invoice Loading Options

Streamline AP Approvals  

Consider the cost of NOT 
implementing AP Automation  
from Vanguard Systems

The “V” is for VigilanceTM

Free your organization from outdated, costly 
Accounts Payable processes.

Contact us today to learn more or schedule a demonstration!

 Call    800.445.1418

 Email     vansales@vansystems.com

 Website     vansystems.com

 Contact Vanguard

Vanguard Systems, Inc.
2901 Dutton Mill Road, 
Suite 220  Aston, PA 19014  

800.445.1418  

vansales@vansystems.com

Learn More

VANSYSTEMS.COM  

VThe Top 10 Reasons to  
Automate Your AP Processes

The “V” is for VigilanceTM

VANSYSTEMS.COM  

Overview

Finance organizations are charged with reducing costs, improving performance, achieving regulatory compliance, 

increasing visibility and enabling the corporation’s strategic initiatives — all at the same time. The fundamental issue is 

not whether a company should strive for these goals but how well they can be accomplished. A strategically engineered 

transformation of processes that achieves these goals — cutting operational costs and minimizing financial risks — 

obviously requires serious consideration. This white paper examines in detail the relevant issues and benefits of Accounts 

Payable (AP) transformation as well as recent industry-wide research and best practices around such initiatives.

Evidence suggests that the core solution to the Finance challenge lies in optimizing workflow processes to improve 

overall speed, efficiency, control and visibility of operations. Optimization is a function of finely choreographed 

automation and best practice workflows expertly applied to a set of processes. Automation effectively meets the AP 

challenges of cash management, lack of transparency, process inefficiencies, delayed closing times, poor productivity 

and threats to compliance posed by fraud and errors.

Finance organizations that figure all this out get to turn their attention to the more strategic challenges facing the 

corporation. So let’s count down the top ten reasons to automate AP processes and explore the solutions that can be 

leveraged to reduce costs, strengthen controls, improve service levels and increase visibility

Executive Summary 
Accounts Payables organizations are charged with reducing costs, improving performance, 

achieving regulatory compliance, increasing visibility and enabling the corporation’s strategic 

initiatives—all at the same time. The fundamental issue is not whether a company should strive 

for these goals but how well they can be accomplished. This paper will count down the top ten 

reasons to automate your AP processes and explore the solutions that can be leveraged to reduce 

costs, strengthen controls, improve service levels and increase visibility.
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